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ABSTRACT: In keeping with the ever-popular imagery of the ‘turn’ in various scholarly fields, it has been suggested that the scholarship of teaching and learning is currently experiencing an emotional one. To its proponents, this new perspective often encompasses mental health issues in an educational setting, or the emotions teachers and students experience in the face of their educational tasks.[1] Meanwhile, its critics have argued that the new turn is the result, or possibly a strengthening, of a ‘vulnerability zeitgeist’ in which un-academic trigger warnings could come to rule the curricula of higher education.[2] Though relevant, the debate may effectively overshadow another aspect of the proposed turn: emotions as a tool and a catalyst for transformative – i.e. improved, deepened and prolonged – learning.

This presentation will, using my own experiences teaching the history of the Holocaust in higher education, argue that emotions should be thought of as an asset in the classroom. Some subjects – the Holocaust and the history of genocide among them – are naturally sensitive, and I propose that we take the emotions of our students seriously, thereby engaging them to understand, and not solely learn, a subject matter.

Using the philosopher Dominick LaCapra’s phrase ‘empathic unsettlement’, my presentation will discuss both the difficulties – and pitfalls – and the benefits of ‘triggering’ emotional or empathic responses in the classroom. Is this approach necessary, ethical, or even logical? And how do I effectively engage with the reactions and emotions that students may, or may not, have? What have been my experiences, and what is my advice?

In conclusion, the presentation will argue that the idea of empathic unsettlement does not necessarily break with existing patterns of teaching and learning. It does, however, nuance and soften the edged of a paradigm that is often squarely focused on strict constructive alignment and predetermined course objectives.
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